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Abstract

Restoring teeth with second class cavities is a challenge in dentistry. Both the carious
process and the preparation of the cavity for the dental restoration reduces the tooth resistance to
the masticatory forces. It has been shown that modern aesthetic materials using an adhesive
system improve the stress resistance of the restored teeth. There is a series of studies that
attempted to determine the type of optimal material that would provide increased resistance to
occlusal demands. In the present study we tried to determine the fracture resistance of molars
with second class cavities restored with different categories of aesthetic materials. Thus, forty
intact molars were divided into five groups of 8 teeth, MOD cavities were prepared and the teeth
were restored with three types of materials: nanofilled composite, mycrohibrid composite and
ormocer. The teeth of the first group were left unprepared, and those belonging to the second
group were subjected to the preparation of MOD cavities but were not filled. Samples were
subjected to compression using an Universal Loading Machine (Lloyd Instruments) and the
value of the force they failed was recorded. Intact teeth showed the highest resistance to
compression and those with MOD cavities prepared but not filled showed the smallest. Of the
groups that benefited from restoration with filling material, the teeth restored with ormocer had
the highest resistance, followed by those restored with nanofilled composite, and finally by
those restored with mycrohibrid composite.
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Introduction
Nowadays, from the desire to ensure physiognomy,
the most commonly used filling materials are resin-based
composites. Composite resins have long been used to
restore posterior teeth. It has been shown that composite
materials are preferred in the situation of MOD cavities
restorations [1]. In the case of MOD cavities preparations,
the dental resistance decreases both by reducing the dental
tissue as much as by the loss of the enamel margins. Loss
of the dental tissue predisposes to an increase risk of dental
fractures. Restoring dental integrity and providing adequate
resistance can be accomplished through a direct filling or an
onlay. It has been shown that ceromers – second-generation
laboratory composite – have both elasticity and fracture
resistance comparable to direct composites [2, 3]. Indirect
restoration using ceromers ensures a high resistance to
occlusal demands, but the use of composite resins for direct
restorations can provide similar resistance [4]. Due to the
fact that onlay dental procedure leads to an extra loss of
dental tissue [5], direct restoration through composite resins
is the most common treatment method chosen. Restorations
with composite resins provides favorable resistance to
occlusal overload. The composite has the ability to absorb
the forces transmitted to the dental level and to transmit
lower forces to the dental tissues [6]. Additionally, the
introduction of adhesive systems had a beneficial effect on
the increase of dental resistance to occlusal overloads [7].
Some studies presented in the literature have shown that the
use of adhesive systems can counterbalance the loss of
dental resistance due to the reduction of dental tissue
following cavity preparation [8, 9]. The use of dentinal
adhesives reduces deformation of cusps under occlusal
loading [10]. At the same time, the use of dentinal adhesives
reduces the risk of fracture, stabilizing the tooth and
reinforcing the dental structure [11, 12]. The problem of
composite resins restorations is related to the occurring
possibility of marginally gaps due to polymerization
shrinkage, which can lead to lack of strength, especially in
the case of MOD restorations [13, 14]. Among the factors
that influence the resistance of the dental units are the type
of the cavity, the amount of lost dental tissue, the filling
technique as well as the composition of the composite
materials [15, 16]. The second class cavities and especially
those of MOD type are most predisposed to the occurrence
of dental fractures, especially as the amount of lost dental
tissue is significant. When preparing cavities for adherent
materials, a smaller amount of dental tissue is removed as
compared to preparation for non-adherent material, with
dental resistance being less affected but still at risk of
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fracture. Regarding the filling technique, studies have
been conducted on dental resistance in the case of bulk-fill
or incremental layering techniques. HEGDE et al. [17]
showed that restored teeth using high-viscosity bulk-fill
nanocomposites showed fracture resistance comparable to
those restored using ususal nanocomposite, while the
resistance of those restored by bulk-fill giomer was lower.
Contrary to Hedge’s study, Ilie and FLEMING [18] have
shown that high-viscosity bulk-fill giomers have higher
resistance compared to conventional composite materials.
In a study conducted by ROSATTO et al. [19] it was shown
that restored teeth by bulk-fill technique show a higher
fracture resistance than those restored by incremental layering technique. RAUBER et al. [20] showed that there are
no differences regarding stress resistance in the situation of
restorations by bulk-fill technique or incremental layering
technique. There are studies in the literature that show that
the choice of coronary filling material is an important stage
of dental treatment, the resistance to the occlusal demands
of the restored teeth depending on it [21]. Microhybrid
composites containing particles with diameters ranging
from 0.4 μm to 1.0 μm are frequently used for dental
restorations of both anterior and posterior teeth. Another
alternative for the coronary restoration of MOD cavities
is composite resins, which contain nanoparticles, which
exhibit certain characteristics such as lower polymerization
shrinkage but also high mechanical properties. Nanoceramic composites can also be used for dental restoration.
Shortly before the year 2000, a new type of ceramic
modified composite resin was introduced as a tooth filling
material – ormocer. The aim of this study was to compare
the fracture resistance of intact teeth with MOD cavities
prepared and restored by various dental materials (mycrohibrid composite, nanofilled composite and ormocer).

Material and Method
Forty intact without cavities or filling extracted third
molars were used. They were divided into five groups (G1,
G2, G3, G4 and G5) of 8 teeth. After removing the soft
tissue, the teeth were cleaned, put in the chloramine solution
for 48 hours and stored in the physiological serum until
the cavities were prepared. The teeth belonging to the first
group were not prepared, representing the control group.
For the teeth belonging to the G2 group it have been
prepared MOD cavities but have not been restored.
Regarding the other three groups, MOD cavities were
prepared and were restored with different adhesive
materials. Thus, for the G3 group an ormocer was used,
nanofilled composite was used for G4, and mycrohibride
composite was used for G5. The access was created with
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a spherical burr at high speed, the rest of the cavity being
prepared with a cylindrical burr also at high speed. Each
cavity was prepared (Fig. 1) with an individual burr, all the
cutter instruments being identically. The preparation was

Figure 1. MOD preparation

To achieve the experiment, cylindrical conformers
were used, the teeth being inserted into a class III gypsum
(Fig. 3). The material surrounded the dental units on the
entire surface. The enamel-cement junction was identified,
so the teeth were inserted only with the root portion into
the support material. The gingival walls of the vertical

Figure 3. Cylindrical conformers

Results
Group G1 – unprepared and unrestored teeth: the
smallest load that determines the sample failure was

done with cooling. After preparation, the cavities were
washed and dried, followed by etching, application of
adhesive system and coronary filling material (Fig. 2) by
incremental layering technique.

Figure 2. MOD restoration

cavities were supragingivally. To assess fracture resistance, the samples were placed in an Universal Loading
Machine (Lloyd Instruments) (Fig. 4) and subjected to
vertical compression at a speed of 1 mm / min, recording
data on the strength to which the samples failed.

Figure 4. Samples placed in an Universal Loading Machine

3050 N and the highest strength was 3070 N, the mean
value being 3061.75 N ± 7.44 N (standard deviation).
The diagram representing the maximum value is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. Maximum value for unprepared and unrestored teeth
Group G2 – prepared and unrestored teeth: the
smallest load that determines the sample failure was
1043 N and the highest strength was 1588 N, the mean

value being 1325.25 N ± 193.80 N (standard deviation).
The diagram representing the maximum value is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Maximum value for prepared and unrestored teeth
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Group G3 – prepared and restored teeth with
ormocer: the smallest load that determines the sample
failure was 1684 N and the highest strength was 2120 N,

the mean value being 1931.75 N ± 169.20 N (standard
deviation). The diagram representing the maximum value
is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Maximum value for prepared and restored teeth with ormocer
Group G4 – prepared and restored teeth with
nanofilled composite: the smallest load that determines
the sample failure was 1445 N and the highest strength

was 1955 N, the mean value being 1703.12 N ± 178.58 N
(standard deviation). The diagram representing the maximum value is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Maximum value for prepared and restored teeth with nanofilled composite
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Group G5 – prepared and restored teeth with
mycrohibrid composite: the smallest load that determines
the sample failure was 1500 N and the highest strength

was 1798 N, the mean value being 1645.87 N ± 106.51 N
(standard deviation). The diagram representing the maximum value is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Maximum value for prepared and restored teeth with mycrohibrid composite

G1 presented the highest mean, whereas G2 presented the lowest. Regarding the fracture resistance of
the restored teeth with aesthetic material, the highest
resistance was revealed in the restored cavities with
ormocer, the second place being located in case of restored
cavities with nanofilled composite, the lowest stress
resistance being recorded for the teeth restored with
mycrohibride composite.

Discussions
The failures that may occur after the dental
restorations of second-class cavities are represented by
secondary caries, loss of fillings or dental fracture.
Resistance to occlusal stresses depends on the type of
composite used as a restorative material and its
composition [16]. The Young Module of the materials is
a parameter that can influence the fracture resistance of
restored teeth [22]. In a study conducted by KAHLER
et al. it was shown that the mechanical properties of
restored teeth with composite materials are comparable to
those of teeth without restorations [23]. DUPASQUIER
et al. [24] and KOPLIN et al. [25] have shown that
nanoceramic composite restored teeth have a stress
behavior comparable with the teeth without restorations.
A study conducted by LIU et al. [26] showed that in cases
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of MOD cavities with proximal boxes the composite
resins showed a superior resistance to the fracture
compared with ceramic materials. TAHA et al. compared
the fracture resistance of some MOD cavities of premolars
restorated by different filling materials (ormocer, nanofilled, nanoceramic, and microhybrid composite) [27] and
showed that the best resistance to compression tests was
recorded by the teeth restored with nanoceramic composite.
Through the different elastic modulus of the four materials
can be explained the different resistance of the restored
teeth with ormocer, nanofilled, nanoceramic or microhybrid composite. Teeth restored with nanofilled composite have good resistant to fracture, being behind
nanoceramic restored materials [27], and those restored
with ormocers have shown a lower fracture resistance
compared to unprepared teeth. The transmission of
occlusal stresses and fracture resistance are different in
the case of prepared-filling teeth and intact teeth [28].
Other studies in the literature showed that ormocers exhibit
less shrinkage, and this, in addition to superior biological
properties to conventional Bis-GMA materials, indicates
it as an optimal material for dental restoration [29, 30].
A study conducted by Hamouda [1] shows that Admira –
an ormocer used for direct restoration – showed the highest fracture resistance, while restorations with packable
composite resin showed a lower resistance to fracture.
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Ormocer-based restoration also provides fracture resistance
of the restored tooth related as intact tooth. GUNWAL et
al. [31] studied fracture resistance and mode of failure of
premolars restored with nanohybrid composite, ormocer
and ceramic inlays, and concluded that restored teeth with
ormocer had the best fracture resistance comparable to
natural teeth and indicated its use as a filling material for
posterior teeth restoration. Also the results of our study
are consistent with those found in the literature, showing
a high fracture resistance of the teeth restored with
ormocer, followed by those restored with nanofilled
composite and then by those restored with mycrohibrid
composite. The loadings that caused the samples failure
for in vitro experiments are superior to those developed
by the dento-maxillary system [32] in clinical situations,
which is also highlighted in this study.

Conclusions
An important factor for ensuring a favorable prognosis of MOD cavities restorations is choosing the
filling material. The type of chosen material can influence
the compression resistance of the teeth. Among the
materials analyzed in the study, mycrohibrid composite
showed the lowest fracture resistance, followed by nanofilled composites, while the ormocer showed the highest
resistance. Within the limitation of this in vitro study, it
can be concluded that the teeth with second-class type
MOD restored cavities with ormocers have a high compressive strength, which recommends the use of these
materials to ensure the longevity of dental restorations.
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